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On the occasion of Teachers’ Day, a webinar on a very relevant topic in today’s 

context was organised by IQAC of Guru Nanak College, Dhanbad. The 

resource person of the webinar was Prof Dr. Ramesh Sharan, Formal Vice 

Chancellor Vinoba Bhave University Hazaribagh and Former Head, Department 

Of Economics and Dean, Social Sciences, Ranchi University.  

The programme started with the call to bring the house in order. Dr Sanjay 

Prasad Principal Guru Nanak College, Dhanbad delivered the welcome speech 

and offered a warm welcome to everyone present in the webinar. He also gave a 

brief introduction of the key speaker of the day. The key speaker was Prof Dr. 

Ramesh Sharan, an expert of the subject and a research oriented personality, an 

educationalist. Dr. Sharan has been a Visiting Faculty Member, IIM, Ranchi for 

several years and has made weighty contributions to research and teaching in 

varied areas such as Tribal Issues, Social Security, livelihoods, poverty, 

employment, labour markets and related issues. 

In context of higher education, he has a close collaboration with various 

research and development institutes and bodies not only across the country but 



even with some world organisation. He has been the author of many books and 

has publications in several journals too. He is closely associated with so many 

organisations including ICSSR. 

Presently he is Director of the “Institute for Human Development, Eastern 

Regional Centre, Ranchi”. 

After the welcome address, the key speaker Prof Dr. Ramesh Sharan talked 

about the NEP and higher education. In his address, he elaborated on the 

objective of education in Indian context, to stress the importance of knowledge 

creation. He talked about first National Education Policy (NEP) and said that 

education policy started in 1968, after 18 years again the second education 

policy got revised in 1992. Twenty five years later to that we are taking about 

drafting a new education policy. 

Describing about the changes that have been witnessed and that India as a 

country needs to focus on, he said 

New Education Policy 2020 has emerged as the game changer in the education 

sector. However, with a revolution, NEP has also brought a lot of curiosity as to 

how India will emerge as the global leader in education sector.” 

He believed that citizens have to be educated open-mindedly for the economy to 

flourish. He thinks that school is the weakest aspect of our education system 

where schools should be fun and not intimidating. He said that the wisdom 

which exists in several languages is beautiful and should be learned enjoyable. 

He said that the education system should work efficiently towards the credit 

point of the students. He believes trending learning is an important aspect for 

the students. He said that principles have to be changed for a change in our 

country which New Education Policy 2020 will transfer India into a knowledge 

power.  



After his talk, Sardar R. S. Chahal, President Guru Nanak College, Dhanbad 

placed his sights on the topic and said that Growth without improvement in 

education cannot facilitate development. 

Further Dr. Ranjana Das, Co-ordinator IQAC proposed her formal vote of 

thanks.  

Prof P. Shekhar former principal of the college also joined the programme. 

The webinar was attended by around 65 scholars and teachers and stood a very 

successful one in current scenario. Some of the members of Governing body of 

the college, members of Gurudwara Prabandhak Committee, students and 

teachers from university also actively participated the webinar and benefitted. 

The overall session discussion benefitted the faculties, research scholars and 

Students 

Prof Pushpa Tewari compered the occasion. 

 

Webinar Meeting Link 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MRsQKVM4LA-nVjS8ESiqXBee-

z8x9WUF/view?usp=sharing 
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The schedule of the event was as such 

 

SL. NO EVENTS SPEAKERS 

1. Welcome Address 
Dr. Sanjay Prasad, Principal 

Guru Nanak College, Dhanbad 

2. Speaker  
Dr. Ramesh Sharan 
Former VC, VBU Hazaribagh 

3. Vote of Thanks 
Dr. Ranjana Das, IQAC Coordinator 

Guru Nanak College, Dhanbad 

 


